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Apstrakt 

Za ljude koji trebaju donositi važne odluke, ima dosta podataka koje treba rukovati. Ogromna 

količina podataka poznata pod nazivom veliki podaci označava velike skupove podataka koji 

imaju veliku brzinu i raznovrsnost, što ih čini teškim za korištenje nekih poznatih tehnika i 

alata. Glavna ideja rukovanja velikim podacima je pružiti dragocene uvide za donosioce 

odluka da donose vrijedne i precizne odluke. Najbolji način kako se baviti velikim podacima 

je korišćenje velike analize podataka, koja uključuje metodologiju vremenskih serija. Ovaj rad 

ima cilj da prođe kroz literaturu koja se odnosi na velike podatke, vremenske serije i različite 

metode analize velikih podataka koristeći rudarenje podataka.  

 

Ključne reči: big data, vremenske serije, rukovanje podacima, predviđanje  

BIG DATA AND TIME SERIES: A LITERATURE REVIEW 

PAPER  

Abstract 

For people who need to make important decisions, there are plenty of data to handle. An 

enormous amount of data known as Large Data denotes large datasets with high speed and 

versatility, making them difficult to use some of the known techniques and tools. The main 

idea of handling large data is to provide valuable insights for decision makers to make valuable 

and precise decisions. The best way to deal with large data is to use a large data analysis, which 

includes a time series methodology. This paper aims to go through the literature relating to 

large data, time series and various methods of analyzing large data using data mining.  
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INTRODUCTION  

From last decade big data is becoming one of the most interesting and important 

trends and has a huge potential to change the way how companies are organizing 

information which is useful for them, clients and potential clients to transform that 

data into useful business models. 

If there is no way to storage data, companies would lose the ability to get 

valuable knowledge, information and perform different analyses to provide new 

advantages and opportunities. For companies, all information about customers are 

essential for creating new products and making their customers satisfied, so they use 

data as the building block to get their results. 

Nowadays though advancements of internet and technology the details about 

customers are extent, so methods of data collection, storage capabilities and huge 

amounts of data become reachable. To get some useful information all data needs to 

be stored, and nowadays storage of data is much cheaper. 

Changes in variety and size of data require the development of new methodologies 

for data analytics and forecasting. 

On the other hand time, series forecasting model observes different values 

predict future values. Regression analysis often tests theories that the current data of 

one or more time series has the impact on the current data of another time series [1]. 

Time series lately is becoming very popular, a reason for that is decreasing hardware's 

cost and capability of processing. 

Time series data occurs in many areas like financial analysis [2], sensor 

monitoring of network [3], analysis of medical issues [4], and mining of social activity 

[5]. Since increasing time-stamped activity volume lately, there is the opportunity for 

data scientists to describe, find measure and forecast behavior of important evolutions 

[6]. In last few decades, communities of researchers are well-known with topic of time 

series, also there are some new reveals where and how time series can be used:  

• If we combine big data and time series, fully automatic mining has even 

higher importance 

• Widely usage of nonlinear modeling in different areas like economy, 

biology, medicine physics 

• The possibility of modeling as tensors and different applications in 

hyperlinks, social networks, streams [7]. 

The idea and objective of this paper are to provide an analysis of the literature 

that is available on big data analytics and time series. However, there are several 

methods, big data tools, and technologies that can be applied and that we can discuss. 

Also, literature is carefully chosen on its importance, novelty and popularity for the 

research and publication years are from 2000-2016 for big data and from 1940- 1990 

for a time series. The reason is that big data and time series are being lately very 

popular topics. 

The data from literature review is coming from research papers published in 

conferences, journals and white papers mainly coming from industry corporations.. 

podaci. 
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BIG DATA ANALYTICS  

The term "Big Data" is recently been used to huge and massive data sets of 

structured and unstructured data that is difficult to process using old-style software 

techniques and databases. Large datasets of big data are organized as it shown in 

Diagram 1. 

In most situations the size of data exceeds processing capability, but the 

importance of capturing, manipulating, formatting, managing big data gains 

companies’ very important and useful insight in capturing new clients and increasing 

the quality of their services. On the other hand, by organizing data in better way 

companies are decreasing their expenses [8]. 

Big Data cannot be a single market; it is a management of data that evolved 

over the time period.  

 

Diagram 1. Big data 

 

Many companies are experimenting with data, but the volume of data is usually 

increasing going over terabytes (TB) to petabytes (PB). The idea of companies is to 

investigate highly detailed data in the term to discover facts and information that they 

didn't know about customers. As an example we can use the company which 

manufactures, to collect data from sensors of machines to observe detailed 

information and improve the process of manufacturing and avoid possible problems 

[9]. However, if the advanced analytic techniques are applied on big data then we 

have big data analytics [9]. Usually big data analytics on large sets of data reveals 

huge business change, but larger data sets are more difficult to manage [9]. 

TIME SERIES 

Posle Nowadays forecasting with time series are coming from the idea that if 

you have knowledge about the past you can predict future. Interpreting past in terms 

of future usually becomes main idea of time series analysis. 

First thing in forecasting time series is to determine the model. The model is most 

often dynamic relationship among which we observe and variables that are related to 

our observation. Usual time series forecasting approach is the usage of regression 

analysis. Model in the appliance of regression includes the relationship between 

dependent variables and explanatory variables. 

This review is interested in a modern approach to time series. First scientists in 

the field of linear prediction are Kolmogorov (1941) and Wiener (1949), but their 

approaches were different, Kolmogorov was working in the domain of time while 
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Wiener was working in the domain of frequency. Work of Wiener was important for 

the development of modern forecasting of time series; he was the first who formulated 

signal extraction problem. When we look back to history, systems of equations models 

were popular in 1950's, it was clear that models of forecasting are coming from signal 

extraction context [10]. 

However, there was the suggestion about very simple ad hoc method which was 

having potential to predict as well as more complicated methods [12]. Another idea 

was suggesting that it should be considered relevant issues more that forecasting 

methods and that our time would be better disbursed in considering case studies which 

appraise different tactics to forecasting, as contrasting comparison among methods 

[13]. Having this in mind, it is always easier to use modern tactics that have greater 

elasticity while establishing a statistical model, comparing to limiting ad hoc methods. 

Furthermore, an approach like this includes economic justification of forecasting 

method. The first example of this study was introduced by Muth in 1960 [14]. 

After Muth’s ideas there was a new approach that the nature of the selected 

decomposition should be derived from an optimization model over time, and also 

scientist Nerlove defines UC (unobserved components) which were not straight 

noticeable by agents, instead agents there was a retort to the slightest mean square 

error [15]. 

In 1961 formulation of statistical Adaptive Expectations are renamed into 

Rational Expectations. Beside change of name new concept implied general form for 

the linear representation of stochastic series than the random walk plus noise model. 

Furthermore, this generalization allowed us more tractability to combine many 

assumptions according to the instructions of the economic theory [16]. 

Also later works highlighted the nature of the nominated disintegration should be 

derived from a model of optimization over time [17]. 

During 1980s many authors started to use unobserved components as 

frameworks to forecast economic series which were economic, and it was stated that 

the structure of time series is decomposed into trend, irregular, and seasonal 

components. Far ahead in 1989 same authors combined many outcomes into a book, 

but it is not clear their contribution besides collecting results of other researchers [18].  

Harvey embraced the submission of Kalman filter for a problem of time series 

assessment. As an illustration, authors cast regression model with disorders in a form 

of state space and used Kalman filter in ducking computational worries connected 

with MA disturbances and overturn of their concomitant covariance matrix [19]. 

As an opposite of unobserved components, authors in 1981 introduced as an 

alternative form of decomposition. Nerlove in 1967 had a problem about suitable 

decomposition of time series with a signal withdrawal standpoint. It was suggested to 

segregate business sequences using ad hoc methods essentially and theoretically [20].  

Lastly, it is quite fascinating to mention in this paper that this review highlights some 

of the complications of unobserved components models. Those problems are 

occasionally proof of identity of conditions particularly in the case in many variations 

[21].  
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BIG DATA AND MAKING DECISIONS BY DATA MINING 

TECHNIQUES 

The importance of big data when we look through decision maker’s perspective 

is in aptitude to deliver knowledge of value and information, upon which decision is 

made. The decision-making process is highly complex and has huge importance and 

it was researched throughout the years.When you want to make a decision it is 

becoming gradually significant to have a big data. Nowadays best sources for big data 

are social networks, media platforms, mobile phones, different types of loyalty cards 

and they give excellent benefit to companies. To gain benefit it is also important to 

analyze data in a proper manner to get valuable awareness and the best way is to 

observe results from real time and affluence of historic data generated through 

customer performances, processes of production, etc [22]. 

Furthermore, most of the organizations are well organized to analyze data 

which is internal through inventory, sales, and shipments, but they need to analyze 

external data like general market, customer market and chains of supply, use and 

knowledge about big data provide satisfactory results. Since types of unstructured data 

are rapidly increasing, it becomes essential to make more knowledgeable decisions 

based on significant implications from the data [23]. 

Some authors believe that Data Mining techniques can give a hand in 

forecasting with Big Data [24], also it is important to mention that Data Mining in 

past was usually used on data which is static as divergent to time series [25]. 

During the recent financial crisis there are some beliefs that financial models 

for Big Data which were accepted were incapable dealing with huge quantities of data 

that was inputted into systems, and for that reason, results were giving imprecise 

forecasts [26].There are varied gains through forecasting using Big Data. Nowadays 

there is augmented research into consuming Big Data for obtaining precise weather, 

in fact, weather forecasting has developed as one of the main beneficiaries of Big 

Data, but forecasts are still imprecise outside a week [27]. 

We will mention some related fields and topics where the Big Data and Data 

mining techniques are giving great results. Examples of those fields are Finance and 

Economics, dynamics of population, energy and environment, crime, media, medicine 

etc. Scientists in economics are exploring Big Data for predicting variables of 

economic. It is used Dynamic Factor Model (DFM) by Camacho and Sancho [28] 

which is based on methodology presented to predict big data including dispersal 

indexes. Frequently used models for forecasting with big data are factor models 

introduced by Stock and Watson [29] and DFM models are just extension of factor 

models.  

Finance use big data forecasting with transaction values of stock merchandized 

on the London Stock Exchange after cleaning data for outliers [30].Crime is 

interesting area for data mining, good example is detection of fraudulent behavior in 

China telecom where K-means and two step clustering algorithms are used [31]. It is 

showed that using huge amount of youtube videos in Singular Value decomposition 

can be used for forecasting video patterns. Researchers found that Hierarchical 

Clustering can provide very efficient forecasting in media [32]. 
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Forecasting with big data in environment is mostly referring to weather 

forecasting. Sigrist et al. exploits Stochastic Advection Diffusion Differential 

Equation to expand prediction for north Switzerland using big data. It is proved that 

usage of this model gives better results than raw forecasting with numerical model 

[33]. Support vector Machines together with neural networks are used for forecasting 

big data for electricity consumption in China [34]. Wavelet transform (WT) usage 

together with linear regression, GARCH and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) helped to 

forecast gas price and electricity demand of UK [35]. On the other hand it is appraised 

the usage of Exponential Smoothing and ARIMA models in mixture with a model 

formation consultant to forecast energy request using Big Data from an energy area 

[36].  

CONCLUSION  

Lately Big Data is representing very innovative topic for researchers but also 

for the companies who wants to develop. In this review, we have focused on 

forecasting with Big data, to extraordinary opportunities and benefits. 

Today we live in era of information; data is being produced with high velocity and 

volume, and within them we have some valuable knowledge and information that 

needs to be utilized and extracted. Analytics of big data can be applied to important 

changes in business and decision making, by applying progressive techniques on big 

data. 

Benefits of handling big data can help in many sectors like manufacturing, 

health care, retail etc. We hope that this paper will give an idea to others how to handle 

big data with time series. Any technology and big data method if it is applied in a 

proper way can give many innovations and benefits to decision makers but also to 

customers. Nevertheless dealing with big data and time series is extremely hard 

because big data requires propped handling, integration, storage, processing, 

analyzing etc. Our future researches can focus on giving roadmap to management of 

big data. 

Finally, we believe that big data and time series have high significance on data 

overflow and can gain many benefits in many areas, on technological, as well as on 

humanitarian levels and scientific.  
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REZIME 

Odnedavno „big data“ predstavljaju veoma inovativnu temu za istraživače, ali i za 

kompanije koje žele da se razviju. U ovom pregledu, fokusirali smo se na predviđanje sa 

velikim podacima, izuzetnim mogućnostima i koristima. 

 

Danas živimo u eri informacija; podaci se proizvode sa velikom brzinom i zapreminom, 

au okviru njih imamo i neke vredne znanje i informacije koje treba iskoristiti i izvući. 

Analitika velikih podataka može se primijeniti na važne promjene u poslovanju i 

odlučivanju, primjenom progresivnih tehnika na velikim podacima. 

 

Prednosti obrade velikih podataka mogu pomoći u mnogim sektorima kao što su 

proizvodnja, zdravstvena zaštita, trgovina na malo itd. Nadamo se da će ovaj dokument 

drugima dati ideju kako da rukuju velikim podacima sa vremenskim serijama. Svaka 

tehnologija i veliki metod podataka, ako se primjenjuje na odgovarajući način, mogu 

donijeti mnoge inovacije i koristi donosiocima odluka, ali i korisnicima. Bez obzira na to, 

bavljenje velikim podacima i vremenskim serijama je izuzetno teško jer veliki podaci 

zahtevaju opseg rukovanja, integracije, skladištenja, obrade, analize itd. Naša buduća 

istraživanja mogu se fokusirati na davanjem mape puta za upravljanje velikim podacima. 

 

Konačno, verujemo da velike podatke i vremenske serije imaju veliki značaj za preplitanje 

podataka i mogu dobiti mnoge koristi u mnogim oblastima, na tehnološkom, ali i na nivou 

humanitarnih i naučnih. Na kraju teksta neophodno je dati rezime članka na engleskom 

jeziku u dužini do jedne stranice.  
 

  

 

 

 

 


